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Abstract

Purpose –Over recent years, public relations (PR) research has diversified in themes and theories. As a result,
PR presents itself today as a multi-paradigmatic discipline with competing ideas of progress that mainly circle
around questions of ontology and epistemology, i.e. around defining appropriate object and knowledge in PR
research.
Design/methodology/approach –This conceptual article highlights a third crucial question underlying the
debate drawing on a narrative approach: The question of axiology, hence, the normative question how PR
research shall develop to contribute to societal progress.
Findings – The article presents a model, which describes how normative visions of progress in different PR
paradigms – functional, co-creational, social-reflective and critical-cultural – manifest in each distinct
combinations of four narrative plots – tragedy, romance, comedy and satire.
Originality/value – These findings complement the current debate on disciplinary progress in PR research
by fostering reflection and debate on paradigm development and cross-paradigmatic tensions and exchange
from an explicit axiological perspective.

Keywords Axiology, Narrative approach, Disciplinary progress, Paradigms, Public relations

Paper type Conceptual paper

Over recent years, the field of public relations (PR) research has diversified in themes and
theories (Ferguson, 2018 [1984]; Pasadeos et al., 2010; Sallot et al., 2003; Sisco et al., 2011) and
today presents itself as a multi-paradigmatic discipline (Bardhan and Weaver, 2010; Curtin,
2012; Edwards, 2012). Interpretations of what this multi-paradigmatic state means for
disciplinary progress, however, considerably vary and preliminarily circle around two
analytic dimensions: On the one hand, scholars debate the ontological dimension, addressing
the question how to progress from defining a proper object in PR research; on the other hand,
scholars debate the epistemological dimension, addressing the question how to progress from
acquiring rigorous and relevant knowledge in PR research. Based on these reflections, some
scholars promote disciplinary consilience and consolidation of one PR-paradigm as basis of
progress (Botan and Taylor, 2004; Ferguson, 2018 [1984]; Grunig, 2018; Nothhaft, 2016;
Zerfass et al., 2018), while others propose to overcome paradigmatic either-or-thinking and
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embrace the currentmulti-paradigmatic state of PR as a basis of further disciplinary progress
instead (Curtin, 2012; Edwards, 2012; Gower, 2006; Ihlen and Fredriksson, 2018; Ihlen and van
Ruler, 2007). These reflections on progress often draw on sophisticated science theoretical
debates, tend to remain on the level of programmatic calls and have difficulties explaining the
development of and relation between paradigms in PR research based on ontological and
epistemological reasoning alone.

Inspired by a today mostly forgotten article by Pearson (1990) and a more recent
suggestion by Curtin (2012), this conceptual article seeks to shed light on a third, so far less
considered dimension to reflect on disciplinary progress: the axiological dimension. It
addresses the normative question of how PR research shall develop to contribute to societal
progress. Highlighting the axiological dimension can provide a complementary explanation
to the question what drives paradigm development in PR scholarship, and it allows for
reflection on normative reasons of cross-paradigmatic tensions and exchange. However, as
normative convictions tend to remain implicit, we propose a narrative approach
(Czarniawska, 2004; Fisher, 1994; White, 1980). This narrative approach helps to
reconstruct and explicate specific narrative plots and tropes (White, 1975) that ground
normative visions of progress constitutive for specific PR paradigms.

The contribution of this conceptual article is threefold: First, we inform the current debate on
disciplinary progress in PR research, which is largely focused on questions of ontology and
epistemology, by highlighting the additional explanatory value of axiological convictions
underlying this debate. Choosing this focus, however, does not imply that we consider our
perspective exclusive or superior to extant explanations. Quite the contrary, our aim is
complementary, as we hope our reflections may contribute to a more inclusive future debate on
progress in PR research, which has all three dimensions – ontology, epistemology and axiology –
and their interrelations in mind. Second, we develop a model and propose how distinct
combinations of four narrative genres – tragedy, romance, comedy and satire – can serve as
indicators to identify specific normative convictions of progress driving paradigm development
in future empirical PR research. We further hope, third, that our model may also provide PR
scholars, practitioners and students with a fresh perspective to reflect on their normative
convictions, and to debate these convictionswith fellows, particularly thosewith opposing views.

In the next section, we will therefore provide a brief overview of the current paradigmatic
approach to ontological and epistemological progress in PR research, before introducing a
complementary narrative approach, which allows for a better understanding of implicit
normative convictions of progress. Based on this narrative approach, we will unfold a model,
which parses these visions of progress in PR paradigms according to their underlying
narrative plots and tropes. The article closes with a discussion on how our model can inform
the recent debate on progress in PR research.

A paradigmatic approach to progress in PR research
Both longitudinal content (Botan and Taylor, 2004; Ferguson, 2018 [1984]; Sallot et al., 2003;
Sisco et al., 2011) and citation analyses (Pasadeos et al., 2010) reveal that themes and theories
have diversified considerably over the last decades in the field of PR research. The question,
if diversification also leads to disciplinary progress is however contested. This manifests in
divergent propositions ranging from calls for paradigmatic consilience (Ferguson, 2018 [1984];
Grunig, 2018), over attempts to overcome the dominant functional paradigm (Botan andTaylor,
2004; Gower, 2006; Ihlen and van Ruler, 2007), to recent suggestions to accept the current multi-
paradigmatic state of PR research as a fruitful “new normal” (Curtin, 2012; Edwards, 2012).

Kuhn’s concepts of paradigm and progress
Most of the scholarship on disciplinary progress in PR research rests on different readings of
Thomas Kuhn’s (Kuhn, 2012 [1962]) paradigmatic approach to scientific progress and its
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vivid, yet ambiguous reception, particularly in the social sciences (Rule, 1997). Partly, this
ambiguous reception is due to Kuhn’s vague definition of what constitutes consilience in a
research paradigm.Masterman (1970) counts over 20 different constitutive features in Kuhn’s
original work, yet analytically aggregates them on three dimensions: The “sociological”
dimension contains professional consent on the overall object, scope and limits of a paradigm,
also comprising mechanisms of scholarly reward and sanctioning. It corresponds with the
ontological dimension (What do we study?). The “artifact” dimension is understood as a
shared set of theories, tools and methods, which scholars apply to define and solve research
problems, which correspondswith the epistemological dimension (How dowe study?). Finally,
the “metaphysical” dimension represents normative “ways of seeing” the world as well as a
“set of beliefs” (Masterman, 1970, p. 65) within a paradigm, which is deeply internalized and
often remains implicit. It corresponds with the axiological dimension (What do we value?).

For the natural sciences, Kuhn argues that paradigmatic consilience in a particular field is
crucial to establish the state of “normal science”. Epistemological, ontological and axiological
questions are no longer debated, and scholars can focus on solving specialized research
problems and contribute to incremental, yet steady progress. Kuhn also critically points out
that paradigmatic consilience over time can lead to crisis, as inner-paradigmatic blind spots
and incommensurable problems cumulate. This is when Kuhn (2012 [1962]) sees chances for
“scientific revolutions”, often initiated by scholars from the margins or outsiders, who
fundamentally challenge an established paradigm and propose alternatives, which can lead
to leaps in progress in the natural sciences.

However, Kuhn is skeptical if his concept of normal science and scientific revolutions
applies to progress in the social sciences (Kuhn, 1991, p. 24). This is the case, because their
object of study is also an object of intervention, and hence in constant transformation.
Accordingly, disciplines in social sciences shall rather be considered as in a state of ongoing
multi-paradigmatic immaturity, where consilience is never reached and progress rather
emerges from cross-paradigmatic tensions and exchange.

In the following, we briefly sketch how different readings of Kuhn’s reflections mirror in
current debates on ontological and epistemological progress in different PR paradigms. The
below presented paradigms represent self-designated labels by PR scholarship, not full-
fledged paradigms in a Kuhnian sense.

Paradigms and progress in PR research
The so-called functional paradigm in PR research has the longest tradition. Its adherents in
PR research and spin-offs such as communication management, corporate communications
and strategic communication call for paradigmatic consiliencemost explicitly. The functional
paradigm roots in ontological efforts to establish PR as genuine management function (e.g.
Broom et al., 2013; Grunig and Grunig, 1992; Tench et al., 2017). Particularly in recent years,
these efforts get complemented and partly overlaid by epistemological efforts to reinvent the
discipline as an applied science that focuses on developing positivist research designs and
methods to detect and predict causes and effects of behavioral change (e.g. Grunig, 2018;
Nothhaft, 2016; Nothhaft et al., 2018; Seiffert-Brockmann, 2018; Zerfass et al., 2018) – often
directly inspired by recent reflections on disciplinary maturation and consilience in the
natural sciences (Shneider, 2009; Wilson, 1998).

Already since the 1980s, the functional paradigm has been contested by PR scholars
representing the so-called co-creational paradigm (Botan and Taylor, 2004). These scholars
echo Kuhn’s idea of progress through revolting against the established paradigm. Among the
first, Ferguson (2018 [1984]) calls for less management centric but public and relationship-
oriented ontological positioning of the PR discipline. In a similar vein, drawing on counter-
factual principles, dialogic (e.g. Kent and Taylor, 2002; Taylor and Kent, 2014) and
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community-centered approaches (e.g. Hallahan, 2016; Kruckeberg and Starck, 1988)
challenge the management centrism of the functional paradigm and its underlying
instrumental approach to communication. On the epistemological level, these approaches
emphasize the transformative properties of communication as symbolic meaning making
system and reflect on how communication can contribute to mutual understanding and
reciprocity orientation on a way toward a “fully functioning society” (Heath, 2018).

Further, there is a growing body of scholarship performing under the label of a social-
reflective paradigm (Ihlen and Verhoeven, 2012; see also Ihlen and Fredriksson, 2018; Ihlen
and van Ruler, 2007). This scholarship criticizes the functional paradigm to systematically
overrate the instrumental capacities and impact of PR as a discipline. This critique is
particularly promoted by scholars, who build on social theories and ontologically seek to
reconstruct disciplinary development and practice of PR as an effect of the wider societal
context (e.g. Falkheimer, 2007; Fredriksson et al., 2013; Holmstr€om, 2018). Epistemologically,
this scholarship places emphasis on describing PR as a communicatively precarious and
complex, rather than as deliberate and predictable organizational practice (e.g. Christensen
and Langer, 2009; Gulbrandsen and Just, 2016; Heide et al., 2018; Wehmeier, 2006).

Evenmore fundamental contestation of the functional paradigm can be found in explicitly
critical scholarship (e.g. L’Etang et al., 2016;Miller andDinan, 2008; Roper, 2005). It challenges
the functional paradigm by placing ontological emphasis on its crucial role in supporting
global hegemony and the reproduction of structural inequalities on the societal,
organizational and individual level. In recent years, and informed by cultural studies and
poststructuralist reasoning, this line of scholarship places growing epistemological emphasis
on the deconstructive properties of PR as counter-hegemonic practice (e.g. Berger, 2005;
Davidson, 2016; Holtzhausen, 2012). This line of thought trades under the label of a critical-
cultural paradigm (e.g. Curtin and Gaither, 2005; Edwards, 2018).

This brief overview of PR paradigms allows for four preliminary conclusions. First, the
contestation of the most established functional paradigm by alternative propositions – co-
creational, social-reflective and critical-cultural – has led to the current multi-paradigmatic
state of PR research. Second, existing paradigms do not replace each other, but they co-exist
in tense relationships. Third, disciplinary consilience among these paradigms is lacking,
rather they vindicate their respective ontological and epistemological positions. Fourth, these
positions are largely imported from other disciplines (D€uhring, 2015), and their specific
assemblage and adaptionwithin paradigms are far from self-explanatory from an ontological
and epistemological perspective alone.

The current emphasis on the ontological and epistemological dimension, hence, may not
be sufficient to fully grasp what drives the current debate on disciplinary progress in PR
scholarship – neither with regard to efforts that strive for paradigmatic consilience (e.g.
D€uhring, 2015; Nothhaft, 2016; Sisco et al., 2011), nor those interpreting the current multi-
paradigmatic state as a chance of cross-fertilization (e.g. Bardhan and Weaver, 2010;
Edwards, 2012; Gower, 2006). Accordingly, we follow a recent proposition by Curtin, who
argues that in the domain of PR research, paradigm development and exchange does not
necessarily depend on ontological and epistemological coherence, but that positions “share
some basic values (i.e. axiological principles)” (Curtin, 2012, p. 42). Still, drawing on Kuhn,
Curtin also cautions that addressing this axiological dimension is a fickle endeavor, as
normative convictions of progress underlying scholarly positions often remain implicit.
Challenging them rather depends on “a leap of faith” (Curtin, 2012, p. 39) than it is the object
of deliberate reflection and debate. The aim of the remainder of this paper is hence to
propose a way to explicate this implicit axiological dimension. To do so, we introduce a
narrative approach, which shall help to reconstruct normative convictions underlying PR
paradigms, and therebymake them accessible to future reflection and debate on progress in
PR research.
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Introducing a narrative approach
Narrative reasoning is not new to PR research when it comes to analyzing particular
application areas such as corporate identity, storytelling, risk communication, public
targeting or strategizing (e.g. Johansen, 2012; Kent, 2015; Palmlund, 2009; Vasquez, 1993;
Winkler and Etter, 2018). The idea that narratives represent a vital source to raise
recognition, identification and mobilization for a particular world view (Burke, 1969) is hence
established in PR research. The idea, however, to apply this consideration to normative
convictions of progress in the own field of research has received little systematic reflection so
far. Indeed, Pearson’s (1990) “Perspectives on Public Relations History” already pointed into
this direction, but it is mostly forgotten today. Pearson argues how competing
reconstructions of PR history always also represent the normative convictions of the
historians, hence their belief of how society shall develop, rather than a mere analysis of
historical facts. We revive this idea applying an explicitly narrative lens and broaden it
toward envisioned progress in PR research.

A narrative approach to disciplinary progress
The idea that disciplinary progress depends not only on ontological and epistemological rigor
and relevance but also on convincing narratives, harks back to Ludwik Fleck’s “The Genesis
and Development of a Scientific Fact” (1981 [1935]). Fleck’s publication is considered
foundational because it explains the development of scientific progress as closely related to
the formation of “thought collectives” around a shared “thought style”, which shall later
inspire Kuhn’s paradigmatic approach. Fleck, however, further argues that the establishment
of scientific findings as facts equally depends on well-crafted narratives – concretely pre-
scientific “proto-ideas”, i.e. everyday stories about a particular phenomenon that are vital to
promote and legitimate scientific ideas. Also, narrativist Fisher (1994) echoes the importance
of narratives to communicate scientific achievement and progress.

The most prominent representative of a narrative approach to progress in the social
sciences is Hayden White. In his publication “Metahistory”, White (1975) unfolds the
provocative idea that the leading historical and social philosophical schools of the nineteenth
century, despite their intention to provide objective analysis and representation, adhere to
implicit narrative patterns that promote particular axiologies, i.e. normative convictions of
how society shall progress. White thereby distinguishes four ideal-typical narratives, which
today find vivid application in history, philosophy and the social sciences (Czarniawska,
2004; McCloskey, 1998). White’s four narratives build on distinct plots and tropes. Plots equal
four established dramatic genres (Frye, 1957): tragedy, comedy, romance and satire. They
correspond with four rhetorical tropes: metonymy, synecdoche, metaphor and irony (Burke,
1941). Taken together, these plots and tropes allow unfolding four ideal-typical normative
narratives of societal progress.

Four narratives of progress
The first narrative follows the plot of the tragedy. Here, higher forces, such as cosmic laws or
divine providence, dictate how things develop. The progress of the story is predetermined by
fate, while efforts to escape this fate remain delusion. Tragic plots get reinforced by the use of
metonymy as preferred trope (Panther and Radden, 1999), and hence figurative speech, which
builds on reasoning of cause and effect to emphasize the deterministic logic that drives
the plot.

In narratives with a comedy plot, agents are also at the mercy of higher forces. Yet, the
progress of the story manifests in a complex cascade of trials and tribunals, in which agents
are constantly contested, yet ultimately find salvation when things go up in smoke toward a
desired end (Frye, 1957). The plot thus follows an inscrutable development, which only
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unveils from an integrative look at the “bigger picture”. This perspective is affirmed by
frequent use of synecdoche, and hence figurative speech that builds on pars-pro-toto-
reasoning (Hamilton, 1990).

While tragedy and comedy provide structural narratives, the latter two narratives –
romance and satire – are agentic by nature. In romantic plots, story progress depends on the
maturation of central agents. Romance can either emphasize the maturation of a chosen
individual – a classic hero’s journey (Campbell, 2008 [1949]; Jameson, 1975) – or the
maturation in a romantic relationship (Jameson, 1975). In both manifestations, progress
depends on overcoming established behavioral patterns, accepting the challenge to conquer
the unknown, achieving extraordinary virtues and skills and eventually change the destiny
of all. This romantic idea of progress finds support by the trope of metaphor (Lakoff and
Johnson, 1980). It stands for figurative language describing “something in terms of something
else” (Burke, 1969, p. 228) attributing characteristics to agents that transcend their initial
character.

Satirical plots, ultimately, are also agentic, yet fundamentally challenge the idea of linear
story progress as it is established in tragic, comic and romantic narratives. Rather, satire
seeks to unmask expectations in linear progress as illusion. Alternatively, it emphasizes the
transformative potential that lies in the situational irritation and subversion of established
expectations, thereby revealing their inherent contradiction and instability (Watson, 2015).
To do so, satire frequently uses the trope of irony (Booth, 1975), a figurative language that
conveys counter-intuitive and contrary meaning and thus breaks common sense.

Table 1 provides an overview of the four narratives.
While in earlier writings, White (1975) parses historical and social philosophical positions

according to one of these four ideal-typical narratives, in later writings he stresses that the
most convincing narratives of progress build on a combination of structural and agentic plots
and tropes, i.e. a combination of tragedy or comedy on the one hand, and romance or satire on
the other hand (Grinter, 2017; White, 1980).

Narratives of progress in PR paradigms
In the following, we unfold in a model how White’s considerations allow for reconstructing
normative convictions of progress underlying extant PR paradigms. Concretely, we show
how a specific combination of distinct narrative features (plot, trope, story driver) of tragedy,
comedy, romance and satire shape normative convictions of howPR research shall develop in
the functional, co-creational, social-reflective and critical-cultural paradigm, respectively. We
illustrate our reflections citing exemplary literature representing these paradigms, which
may serve as an inspiration for future empirical research that seeks to follow our narrative
approach to tract normative convictions of progress in PR research.

Figure 1 provides an overview. Each quadrant (Q1-4, clockwise) represents a paradigm,
the adjoining axes (A1-4) represent the narrative plots, tropes and story drivers they combine.

Narrating progress in the functional paradigm: between tragedy and romance
The vision of axiological progress in the functional paradigm (Q1) follows an oscillation
between tragic and romantic plot, concretely fatalism and heroism as key drivers of story

Plot Tragedy
(structural)

Comedy
(structural)

Romance
(agentic)

Satire
(agentic)

Trope Metonymy
(causality)

Synecdoche
(pars pro toto)

Metaphor
(analogy)

Irony
(contradiction)

Drivers Delusion and fate Complex contestation and
salvation

Heroic or relational
maturation

Irritation and
subversion

Table 1.
Plots, tropes and
drivers of progress in
White’s (1975)
metahistories
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progress, and metonymy and metaphor as preferred tropes. While the tragic narrative (A1)
provides the structural basis to establish a fatal current state of affairs, a romantic narrative
(A2) introduces PR as a heroic agent that, by acquiring extraordinary virtues and skills, can
unravel and ultimately transform this fatal state. This combined narrative can be traced back
to the founding father of the functional paradigm, Bernays (2011 [1923]). Bernays starts his
reflections with a fatal diagnosis of the modern public as easily malleable and compliant
victim of organized persuasion. Bernays grounds this argument in metonymical reasoning
by referring to law-like assumptions of earlymass-psychology. Yet, in a second step, Bernays
introduces PR as heroic change agent that can comprehend and transform this situation. To
unleash these heroic transformative skills, in earlier writings Bernays (2011 [1923]) stresses
the metaphor of PR as invisible, yet powerful patron, apt to protect the public from self-
inflicted harm, while in later writings (Bernays 1998 [1977]) PR finds representation as
superior conciliator between organization and public. This narrative of a heroic PR that
transcends a fatal state is perfected with the four models of PR (Grunig and Grunig, 1992),
which follow an underlying narrative of stepwise transformation from a fatal state of mass
persuasion toward a desired state of symmetry and win-win.

Current managerial and strategic approaches to PR (e.g. Broom et al., 2013; Grunig and
Grunig, 2008; Tench et al., 2017; Zerfass et al., 2018) equally adhere to this combined narrative
by starting with a diagnosis of an inferior status quo, metonymical grounded in empirical
evidence from management surveys and behavior-based causal models. They then
metaphorically introduce new competencies and skills from other disciplines – general
leadership and management skills on the one hand, advanced methodological skills from
cognitive and behavioral science on the other (Grunig, 2018; Nothhaft, 2016; Seiffert-
Brockmann, 2018) – as key sources to unfold a heroic narrative of practical
professionalization and academic maturation, which will ultimately allow PR to transcend
the current state.

A1: Tragedy
(Metonymy)

Q1: 

Functional
Paradigm 

Heroism

Q3: 

Social-reflective
Paradigm

Q4: 

Critical-cultural
Paradigm

Subversion

SalvationComplexity

FateDelusion

A4: Satire
(Irony)
Irritation

A3: Comedy 
(Synecdoche)

A2: Romance 
(Metaphor)

RelationshipQ2: 

Co-creational
Paradigm

Figure 1.
Narratives of progress

in public relations
paradigms
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In sum, we propose that it is the combination of a tragic narrative, which outlines the
causalities underlying a fatal status quo, and a romantic narrative, which presents PR as
heroic change agent, who achieves superior skills to unravel and intervene into these
causalities, that constitutes the normative vision of progress that holds research efforts in the
functional paradigm together.

Narrating progress in the co-creational paradigm: between comedy and romance
Scholarship adhering to the co-creational paradigm (Q2), in turn, builds on the oscillation
between a comic and romantic plot, concretely salvation and relational maturation as
drivers of progress, and synecdoche and metaphor as core tropes. The comic narrative
(A3) represents the structural starting ground, as it helps to project a desired future state
of salvation despite a present state of societal confusion and error. This projected salvation
becomes most obvious in Heath’s vision of a “fully functioning society” (2018), yet we
can find a similar pattern in visions of social solidarity and betterment as developed
by dialogic and community-centered approaches (e.g. Hallahan, 2016; Kent and Taylor,
2002; Kruckeberg and Starck, 1988). To reinforce conviction in a future state of salvation,
the preferred trope is the synecdoche, and hence the use of figurative language, which
reflects on how situated action can contribute to a larger societal development (pars
pro toto).

This narrative structure provides the basis for the subsequent agentic positioning of PR
research. Again, this positioning follows a romantic narrative, yet its emphasis is on
relational maturation. Concretely, romantic relational maturation addresses organizational
and public agents as committed partners, which together shall adhere to demanding
communication principles (e.g. Kent and Taylor, 2002; Taylor and Kent, 2014) in order to
contribute to development toward the projected state of salvation. This romantic narrative
makes use of metaphorical reasoning by drawing analogies between social-psychological,
philosophical and ethical scholarship on intimate interpersonal relationships on the one hand
and organization-public-relationships on the other (critically, see Coombs and
Holladay, 2015).

Following these considerations, we propose that it is the combination of a comic narrative,
which projects a desired future state of salvation, and a romantic narrative, which focuses on
mutual relational maturation toward this state, that constitutes the normative vision of
progress that holds scholarship in the co-creational paradigm together.

Narrating progress in the social-reflective paradigm: between comedy and satire
The social-reflective paradigm (Q3) in PR research, in turn, builds on a combination of comic
and satirical plot, concretely complexity and irritation as story drivers, and synecdoche and
irony as corresponding tropes. Like the co-creational paradigm, it takes a comic plot as a
structural narrative basis (A3). However, the emphasis is less on the desired outcome, but on
the inscrutable complexity of the ongoing plot. Constructivist social theories (e.g.
structuration, new institutional, Luhmannian systems theory, CCO) serve as the common
basis to substantiate this inscrutable complexity (Christensen and Christensen, 2018;
Falkheimer, 2007; Fredriksson et al., 2013; Heide et al., 2018; Holmstr€om, 2018). Accordingly,
this scholarship argues that focal phenomena can only be comprehended by reconstructing
them as representations of a larger whole. This is supported by the use of the trope of
synecdoche, which mirrors in circular micro-macro-models highlighting a constant interplay
of agency and structure, institutionalization and change, functional code and system, talk and
text, etc.

This structural narrative of societal development as inscrutably complex is typically
combined with a satirical agentic plot (A4). Concretely, scholars representing the
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social-reflective paradigm place central emphasis on irritating established premises on the
role and relevance of PR in extant research: first, this concerns the premise of PR agency as
deliberate, pointing at the often emergent nature of PR practices (e.g. Gulbrandsen and Just,
2016; Wehmeier, 2006); second, this concerns the premise of control, pointing at the
unintended consequences of PR practice (e.g. Christensen and Langer, 2009; Christensen
et al., 2008). Both lines of argumentation build on the trope of irony, which becomes obvious
in work that either highlights how widely established PR principles – such as consistency
or transparency – lead to unintended, even detrimental effects or show how their very
opposite – ambiguity and hypocrisy – can have positive effects as well (e.g. Christensen and
Christensen, 2018; Christensen et al., 2013; Gulbrandsen, 2019). The overall goal of this
endeavor is to irritate narratives of linear progress in PR research and to embrace tensions
and contradictions instead to gain a more inclusive picture of the complexity of disciplinary
development in PR.

We hence propose that scholarly work contributing to the social-reflective paradigm
shares a normative conviction of progress that combines a comic narrative to highlight
inscrutable societal complexity, and a satirical narrative to irritate established assumptions
on linear progress in order to achieve a more comprehensive overall picture of disciplinary
development.

Narrating progress in the critical-cultural paradigm: between tragedy and satire
The critical-cultural paradigm (Q4), ultimately, combines a tragic and a satirical plot,
concretely delusion and subversion as story drivers, and metonymy and irony as preferred
tropes to develop its distinct narrative of progress. It shares a tragic narrative (A1) as
structural starting ground with the functional paradigm. Yet, on the contrary to the
functional paradigm, the accompanying heroic narrative and the corresponding idea of
agentic maturation are unmasked as delusion (e.g. Berger, 2005; Davidson, 2016; L’Etang
et al., 2016). Scholars argue that it only seems as if a heroic PR can turn the plot. Stressing the
trope of metonymy, relentless forces of global hegemony, mass persuasion and inequality
driving the tragic narrative are considered to still prevail (e.g. Miller and Dinan, 2008;
Weaver, 2016).

Inspired by cultural studies and post-structural reasoning, this scholarship unfolds its
agentic narrative, pointing out that the relentless forces underlying the tragic narrative can
only be challenged by constant situated deconstruction and contestation (e.g. Edwards, 2006;
Gower, 2006). Concretely, this unfolds in a satirical plot (A4), which envisions PR as a
subversive change agent that can undermine and unmask corporate hegemony and control
for the public’s sake and therewith contribute to fragile, yet desirable progress from the status
quo. This becomes most visible in ironic tropes of PR as resistance, activism or agonistic
practice (e.g. Berger, 2005; Davidson, 2016; Holtzhausen, 2012).

In sum, we propose that scholarship in the critical-cultural paradigm shares a normative
conviction of progress that manifests in a combination of a tragic narrative, which sketches a
delusional status quo, and a satirical narrative, which points at opportunities of situational
subversion to undermine and transform this status quo.

Discussion
This conceptual article complements the current debate on disciplinary progress in PR
research, which is focused on ontological and epistemological questions. We introduce a
narrative approach to highlight the axiological dimension, and hence the question which
normative visions of progress underlie divergent PR paradigms. We propose a model, which
illustrates how these visions can be traced back to distinct combinations of narratives plots
and tropes in extant paradigms of PR research.
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In the following, we discuss how our model can contribute to the current debate on
progress in PR research in three ways: First, it proposes an alternative explanation of
paradigm development that may complement extant ontological and epistemological
explanations. Second, our model may inspire future empirical research that seeks to
investigate how normative convictions of progress can be traced in programmatic PR texts
and debates on a narrative level. Third, our article wants to contribute to the debate on
progress as such, by providing scholars, students and practitioners with a fresh perspective
to question own normative convictions and to openly debate it with fellows.

Regarding the first point, our model can complement current explanations of paradigm
development in PR research, as it allows for a reconstruction of how specific axiological
convictions of progress create cohesion between ontological and epistemological positions in
PR paradigms across time and despite changing theories, concepts and scholars. In case of
the functional paradigm, we propose that it is a heroic narrative of transcending a fatal status
quo, which holds ever changing variants of managerial ontology and positivist epistemology
together. In case of the co-creational paradigm, we propose that it is the romantic narrative of
mutual maturation towards comic salvation, which holds changing variants of relational
ontology and symbolic epistemology together. In case of the social-reflective paradigm, we
propose it is a shared narrative of unmasking social complexity by satirical irritation, which
holds changing variants of social theoretical ontology and constructivist epistemology
together. Ultimately, in the critical-cultural paradigm, we propose it is a shared narrative of
satirical subversion of a current state of delusion, which holds changing variants of critical
ontology and deconstructivist epistemology together. What contributes to paradigm
development in PR research, we hence contend, is not only a question of ontological and
epistemological coherence but also a question of normative adherence to an underlying
narrative of progress.

This insight leads us to the second contribution of our paper, namely to provide
inspiration for future empirical research that seeks to apply a narrative approach to
investigate how normative convictions drive paradigms in PR research. Given the conceptual
nature of this article, its primary focus was on deducing propositions. Yet, in Table 1 we
outline the key plots, tropes and story drivers that may serve as indicators for empirical
research and we have introduced narrative methods literature that may guide this research
(foundational Burke, 1941; Frye, 1957; White, 1975; for application to texts in the social
sciences, see Czarniawska, 2004). And in our model (Figure 1) we have illustrated how these
indicators can be applied to reconstruct specific narrative patterns drawing on selective
examples from the PR literature. Future empirical research can substantiate and expand
these reflections. A next step could be a systematic sampling and in-depth text-based
narrative analysis of programmatic articles, call for papers and positioning papers, which
explicitly address disciplinary progress. These documents could be investigated within a
specific paradigm on a longitudinal perspective, in order to trace the coherence of narrative
patterns over time despite changing theories, concepts and scholars, and/or from a
comparative perspective, by identifying typical differences in narrative patterns of texts
representing different paradigms. Also interesting, yet empirically more challenging, would
be a reconstruction of how specific narrative patterns mirror in positions of rivaling
paradigm representatives in the course of confrontation and debate. Article rejoinders and
replies could be one way to reconstruct them, recorded podium and plenary discussions, or
invited focus groups with selected paradigm representatives could be another.

This leads us to the third contribution of this article, namely the provision of an alternative
basis to address cross-paradigmatic tensions and exchange among academics, students and
practitioners from an explicitly normative perspective. We believe that a temporary shift
from sophisticated ontological and epistemological reflections to more intimate normative
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convictions of progress may open another register of reflection and debate and may help to
avoid paradigmatic estrangement and compartmentalization:

Our model provides a fresh perspective to address tensions between paradigm
representatives that may root in different normative convictions of how PR shall progress
and which mirror in incommensurable narratives: According to our model, one fundamental
tension can be traced back to the polarity of a tragic (A1) and a comic plot (A3) as structural
narrative starting points, and the polarity between a romantic (A2) and a satirical agentic plot
(A4). These two polarities can provide much explanation of current reservation and
controversy between representatives of different paradigms in PR: While some have their
convictions of a disciplinary fatal, yet determinable status quo that urgently needs to be
overcome, others rather adhere to an inscrutable status quo, yet share the conviction of
incremental development toward betterment. Further, while some envision the discipline as
potent romantic change agent (A2), others see it as satirical interrogator. As White (1975)
argues these opposing views are connected to innermost normative convictions of how one
evaluates the status quo of society, aswell as the scope, urgency and capacity to change it.We
hope that our model may provide a first basis to explicate and debate these fundamental
convictions with fellow scholars representing divergent paradigms, but also with
practitioners or students in seminars, and hence contribute to a more inclusive debate on
how axiology shapes perspectives on disciplinary progress.

Despite tensions, our model may ultimately provide a fresh perspective to reflect on
opportunities of exchange between different paradigmatic positions in PR research. First, it
may explain why, despite evident normative tensions, exchange between the most
established functional (Q1) and co-creational paradigm (Q2) is quite frequent, particularly
in case of co-creational concepts – such as dialogic and relationship principles – getting
appropriated by functional scholarship. This may be the case due to a shared overarching
romantic plot (A2) – and hence a commensurable vision of disciplinary progress from linear
agentic maturation, yet ongoing normative tensions due to different emphasis on either
heroic or relational capabilities of this agent (e.g. Botan and Taylor, 2004; Grunig, 2018). A
similar argument may also apply to the other pole of our model, namely the shared
conceptualization of PR as counter-intuitive satirical agent (A4) of the social-reflective (Q3)
and the critical-cultural paradigm (Q4). This may provide an additional source of reflection
for growing exchange between these paradigms (e.g. Edwards, 2018; Ihlen and Fredriksson,
2018; Ihlen and Verhoeven, 2012), concretely analytic scholarship interested in the
unintended effects of PR practice on the one hand, and cultural-critical scholarship on the
other hand, which reflects on how these effects can be used for subversive action. Lastly,
shared structural narratives may provide a basis for axiological reflection on further cross-
paradigmatic exchange. The tragic narrative (A1) shared by the functional (Q1) and the
critical-cultural paradigm (Q4), mainly fulfills a mutually challenging normative function:
While the representatives of the functional paradigm strive to overcome a present tragic
state, the critical-cultural paradigm repeatedly unmasks these ambitions as delusion
(L’Etang et al., 2016), and hence spurs new functional efforts. The comic narrative (A3) shared
by the co-creational (Q2) and social-reflective paradigm (Q3), in turn, may rather have a
mutually complementary normative function: While the social-reflective paradigm may help
the co-creational paradigm to better understand the complexities and unintended effects of
demanding communication principles in practice, the latter may provide the former with a
generally positive perspective of development toward betterment, despite the current
inscrutable state.

In sum, we hope that our model provides a complementary perspective to the debate on
disciplinary progress in PR, as it sketches a way how to explicate the often implicit normative
convictions by means of narrative inquiry to empirical PR research, disciplinary debate and
education.
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